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THANK YOU TO EVERYONE WHO JOINED US IN AUBURN
FOR THE THIRD ANNUAL CANCER CARE CELEBRATION!

Cancer Survivor Ceremony
Picture Credit: Photobomb Photos

Thank you to Mr. Bennie Duckett for
throwing out the first pitch.

The Doubledays players love
supporting our cancer survivors!

New
Multiple
Cancer
Early-
Detection
Testing
Gets
Ahead of
Cancer When it's Most Treatable!
Finding cancer early creates the best chance for
successful treatment.
 
HOA now offers the Galleri® multi-cancer early
detection test. In a clinical study the test detected a
signal shared by more than 50 types of cancer,
including many, like ovarian and pancreatic cancers,
not commonly screened for today.
 
With a simple blood draw, the Galleri test can provide
early detection insights that help you to be proactive
about your health.

This is a revolutionary way to look for a signal
associated with active cancer!

How to take the Galleri test?
Galleri is recommended for use in adults aged 50 or
older who have a current primary care physician, and
have been cancer-free for three or more years.

The test is not covered by insurance, but generally
qualifies for HSA and FSA accounts. The cost of the
test is $1,499 - with $949 paid to Galleri and $550
paid to HOA for two visits, including the blood draw.

Galleri should be used in addition to healthcare
provider recommended screening tests.
To learn more,  click here and/or watch a short video.

To schedule a test, call 315-472-7504.

We continually work with our
partners at the Community
Oncology Alliance to fight for
our patients. A current focus is
making certain cancer patients
receive their medications within
72 hours!

PROBLEM:
Patients with cancer and other
serious diseases all too often
experience unacceptable delays
by pharmacy benefit managers
(PBMs) and insurers.

SOLUTION:
The bipartisan Timely Access to
Clinical Treatment Act of 2023
(TACT Act). The intent of the
TACT Act is to ensure that
patients with cancer and other
serious diseases don’t face
delays in getting their oral drugs
when PBMs and insurers
mandate use of their corporate
mail-order pharmacies.

Click here to learn more.

If you are happy with your care and would recommend our practice,
could you please do us a favor and write us a Google review?

Just click here.Thank you!

Family FUNdraiser for:
Hospice of CNY and

Hospice of the Finger Lakes

Bring your friends and family to enjoy
watching The Polar Express  on the field at
NBT Bank Stadium on Thursday, July 27.

It's Christmas in July as the evening begins
with face-painting, spin-art and a photo
booth, and ends with a fantastic fireworks
show!

AND...in the spirit of giving, if you bring a
non-perishable item to benefit The Food
Bank of CNY you will be entered in a raffle to
win awesome prizes! Plus, the first 400
people through the doors receive an HOA
blanket.

Parking is free. Concession stands are open. You can sit in the stands or on the field.

Click here to get your tickets to support Hospice of CNY and Hospice of the Finger Lakes.
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